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Hearing before Administrative Law Judge Barbara Webb on January 10, 2014, in
Pine Bluff, Jefferson County, Arkansas. 

Claimant appeared Pro Se.

Respondents represented by Mr. Micheal L. Alexander, Attorney at Law, Little Rock,
Arkansas.

STATEMENT OF THE CASE

A hearing was held on January 10, 2014, before Administrative Law Judge

Barbara Webb.  A Pre-hearing Order was entered in this case on November 26,

2013.  The Pre-hearing Order set forth the stipulations offered by the parties and

outlined the issues to be litigated and resolved at this hearing.  A copy of the Pre-

hearing Order was made Commission’s Exhibit No. 1 to the hearing record.  The

following stipulations as submitted by the parties in the Pre-hearing Order are

hereby accepted:

1. The Arkansas Workers’ Compensation Commission has jurisdiction

of this claim.
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2. The employer/employee/carrier relationship existed on or about May

16, 2011, when the claimant sustained a compensable injury to

multiple body parts.

3.  Based on an average weekly wage of $409.17, the claimant would be

entitled to compensation rates of $273.00 for temporary total disability

benefits and $205.00 for permanent partial disability benefits.

By agreement of the parties, the issues to be decided are as follows:

1. Claimant’s entitlement to additional medical benefits.

2.  Claimant’s entitlement to additional temporary total disability benefits.

3. All other issues are reserved.

The record consists of a one volume transcript of the January 10, 2014

hearing, consisting of the testimony of Lisa A. Williams, Priscilla Frierson, and all

documentary evidence consisting of Commission’s Exhibit No. 1 (Pre-hearing

Order); Respondents’ Exhibit No. 1 (Packet of Medical Reports); and Respondents’

Exhibit No. 2 (Letter dated January 2, 2014, from Mr. Alexander).  In addition, I have

blue-backed a copy of the January 22, 2014, post-hearing letter from Mr. Alexander

with the attached payroll records, and have incorporated the payroll records into the

record of this proceeding.  

SUMMARY OF EVIDENCE

Lisa Williams is fifty years of age.  She graduated high school in 1983.  She

attended one year of college, but quit school when her grandchild was murdered.
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She also received training in nursing, but did not receive a CNA license.  She has

previously worked in nursing jobs, in grocery stores, and as a substitute teacher.

On August 18, 2003, she began working for Tyson in the sanitation

department.  She was ultimately hired to work for Packers Sanitation Services

(“PSSI”) which was inside the Tyson plant in Pine Bluff.  Her job duties required her

to work with powerful water hoses and chemicals which were used to clean and

sanitize the machines and floors on a daily basis prior to the USDA inspection.  In

May of 2011, she was working the night shift.  She worked from 11:00 p.m. until 5:30

a.m.  She worked Monday through the weekend every week.  She was paid $10.00

per hour by PSSI.

On May 16, 2003, she was on a ladder using the water hose to spray down

the machine, when the ladder fell.  She explained that she attempted to grab a pipe

but her hand slipped due to the grease on her gloves.  She fell from the height of the

ladder into a big concrete deep ditch.  She injured her left hip and lumbar back.  A

co-worker, Tyrone, came to check on her.  Williams explained that her supervisor

was not on the floor at the time.  She went to the office and told Portia that she had

an accident and filled out an accident report.  She also reported her injury to Ray

Snow.  He told her to call somebody after she told him she was in pain.

On May 17, 2011, she went to the emergency room at Jefferson Regional

Memorial Center.  She was evaluated by Dr. McClure.  She underwent x-rays and

was released.  She was given medications and taken off work. She was treated by

Dr. Alexander and referred to Dr. Brad Thomas.  She was underwent an MRI and

was sent to physical therapy.  She was released to work light duty.  At that time, she
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was put in a job taking care of the break room and lunch room.  She was also

prescribed a TENS unit.  In January of 2012, Dr. Thomas scheduled her for an FCE,

gave her a prescription for Mobic, and discussed a lumbar steroid epidural injection.

Her last day of work at PSSI was May 30, 2012.  She sought employment with a

local temporary agency, the A-Team.  She was assigned to work a temporary job at

Stant from the end of August of 2013 until a lay off in November of 2013. W illaims

explained that she was also assigned  temporary jobs prior to Stant  by the A-Team

to work at USA Drug Distributors at SAJ for three months, UAPB for two to three

days, and McDonald’s for three days.  She has not worked since her job with Stant

ended but did not know why the A-Team had not called her back.  She can drive a

car.   She testified that she could work an eight hour job, if she could sit.  

Priscilla Frierson testified that she worked with Lisa W illiams at Packers

Sanitation Services, Inc.  Frierson testified that W illiams was working on light duty

in a job that consisted of cleaning the break rooms, picking up trash off the tables,

wiping down the tables, sweeping the floors and mopping the floors.  She explained

that W illiams gradually became comfortable with the job and was physically capable

of doing the job duties.  Frierson testif ied that she went with Williams to the

functional capacity evaluation.  She explained that W illiams could barely walk three

steps at the test.  She described this as odd since she had observed Williams

walking the entire break room prior to the examination.  Frierson explained that she

received a letter from Dr. Wojciehoski stating that Williams could return to her

regular job.  W illiams refused to return to her regular job and was terminated

according to company policy when she failed to show up for her job for three days.
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Friarson testified that she observed Williams for three of the four hours of

testing during the evaluation.  She explained that W illiam’s displayed “less effort” on

the tests than she did when working light duty.  Friarson explained that she was not

surprised because she had observed sim ilar behavior when Williams went to the

doctors.   

On rebuttal, Williams testified that she did not fake any symptoms and has not

lied about her back problems.  She explained that Friarson only went to two or three

of her therapy visits.  She explained that Dr. Thomas had given her a written paper

that told her to continue light duty and to not go back to full duty.  She denied

receiving any written paper or e-mail that released her back to full duty. 

Medical records reveal that the claimant was treated at Jefferson Regional

Medical Center on May 17, 2011, after a fall from a ladder on 5-17-11 with

complaints of pain in her lower back and left hip and thigh.  She was diagnosed with

a lumbar strain, left hip contusion, and lift thigh pain.  She was given medication and

referred to her primary care doctor.  She was taken off work from May 17, 2011,

until May 20, 2011.  She was underwent a drug test on May 20, 2011, and began

treatment with Dr. Alexander on May 25, 2011.  She was diagnosed with a neck

sprain, lumbar back sprain, and a contusion of back.  She was prescribed Flexeril

and taken off work until June 1, 2011. She was referred for six weeks of physical

therapy in June-July of 2011.  She returned for a follow-up evaluation at Jefferson

Regional Medical Center on July 11, 2011.  She was prescribed Flexeril and

Vicodin.  She was released to return to work until her next appointment on July 26,
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2011, with restrictions of no lifting more than 5 pounds and no repetitive stooping

and bending. 

On October 14, 2011, Williams was evaluated by Dr. Brad Thomas, a

neurosurgeon.  He reviewed her MRI of the lumbar spine and recommended six

weeks of physical therapy.  He continued her on light-duty and her current medical

regimen.  She returned to Dr. Thomas on December 12, 2011.  He noted that the

therapy was not helpful.  He continued her on light-duty and recommended epidural

steroid injections and a TENS unit.  She returned to Little Rock Neurosurgery Clinic

on January 25, 2012.  Kali Evans, APN, noted that she was too scared to have the

injection.  She was continued on light-duty work and referred to undergo a FCE test.

It was also noted that Dr. Brad Thomas was present during the evaluation.  

On February 14, 2012, Williams underwent a functional capacity evaluation.

It was noted that she demonstrated self-limiting behavior and inconsistent effort.

The report concluded that Williams had completed the testing with unreliable results

and had demonstrated the ability to perform work in at least the Sendentary

classification of work. 

On March 6, 2012, Williams returned to Dr. Thomas for a follow-up after he

called her and told her that it was important for her to come in.  He noted that she

seemed very agitated and upset.  He noted that she reported that the TENS unit

was no real help and that she continues to have pain down her left leg.  Thomas

noted that her FCE came back unreliable with only 6/54, which was the lowest score

he had personally seen in five years of practice.  He referred her to Dr. Judy White-
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Johnson for a psychiatric evaluation to see if there was any background means of

secondary gain.  He continued her on light duty but told her that she might have to

be released to full duty.  On April 16, 2012, Williams returned to Dr. Thomas.  He

noted that the psychiatric evaluation had been cancelled due to workers’ comp not

agreeing to pay for it.  He recommended either a psychiatric evaluation or second

opinion prior to releasing the patient.  He continued her on light-duty.  He noted that

he did not see any obvious problems neurologically with the patient, however, she

“firmly believes in her mind that she has been injured severely.  That is why I think

seeing a psychiatrist would help bring some insight into the situation.”   

On April 3, 2012, Dr. Randal Wojciehoski issued an independent medical

records review report based on his review of the medical records.  He noted that the

MRI revealed degenerative disk disease with small bulges at L4-L5 and L5-S1

without significant neural impingement.  He stated that it was his “opinion to a

reasonable degree of medical probability that Ms. Williams has sustained no

permanency as a result of the work-related injury.”  He noted that it is his opinion

to a reasonable degree of medical probability that Williams should have reached

maximum medical improvement on or about June 27, 2011, six weeks after the date

of injury.  He observed that this is reasonable and customary period of rehabilitation

for soft tissue injuries such as those sustained by Williams.  He noted that her

complaints were subjective in nature and that her complaints are out of proportion

to the physical findings.  He further notes that her efforts during the FCE were

unreliable and that Thomas’s  referral for a psychiatric evaluation was not based on
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any physical pathology.  He noted that there is no need for additional medical

treatment and work restrictions were not required.

On May 23, 2012, Williams was sent back to Dr. Thomas to complete a

health care provider questionnaire.  Dr. Thomas noted that they were awaiting

authorization for additional testing and that Williams should remain on light duty with

no lifting over fifteen pounds.  On June 12, 2012, Dr. Thomas sought authority for

a MRI of the lumbar spine, an EMG/NCV of the left lower extremity, and a follow-up

appointment.  He continued her on previous light duty restrictions. 

  FINDINGS OF FACT AND CONCLUSIONS OF LAW 

1. The Arkansas Workers’ Compensation Commission has jurisdiction

of this claim.

2. The employer/employee/carrier relationship existed on or about May

16, 2011, when the claimant sustained a compensable injury to

multiple body parts.

3.  Based on an average weekly wage of $409.17, the claimant would be

entitled to compensation rates of $273.00 for temporary total disability

benefits and $205.00 for permanent partial disability benefits.

4. The claimant has failed to prove by a preponderance of the evidence

that she is entitled to additional medical benefits which are

reasonable, necessary or related to her work-related injury.

5. Claimant has failed to prove that she is entitled to additional

temporary total disability benefits.
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6. All other issues are reserved.

DISCUSSION

The claimant contends that on or about May 16, 2011, the claimant was

working at a Tyson plant in Pine Bluff, Arkansas, when she was standing on a

ladder spraying a drip pan when the ladder fell out from underneath her, causing her

to land on her side.  The claim was initially accepted as compensable and the

claimant was eventually put under the care of Dr. Brad Thomas, who on June 8,

2012, recommended an MRI of the lumbar spine and an EMG of the left leg.  The

respondents then controverted the entire claim on June 25, 2012, after obtaining a

document self-titled as an Independent Medical Records Review Report from an

outfit called Medical Systems, Inc., located in Greenfield, WI, in which a certain

Randal Wojciehoski, D.P.M., D.O., opined that the claimant has reached maximum

medical improvement.  Claimant contends she is entitled to additional medical

treatment and additional temporary total disability benefits.

The respondents contend they have paid all appropriate benefits due to

claimant.

I. ADDITIONAL MEDICAL TREATMENT

Ark. Code Ann. § 11-9-102(4)(A) defines “compensable injury”: (a)n accidental

injury causing internal or external physical harm to the body or accidental injury to

prosthetic appliances, including eyeglasses, contact lenses, or hearing aids, arising

out of and in the course of employment and which requires medical services or

results in disability or death.  An injury is “accidental” only if it is caused by a specific
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incident and is identifiable by time and place of occurrence.  A compensable injury

must be established by medical evidence supported by objective findings.  Ark. Code

Ann. § 11-9-102(4)(D). Claimant’s burden of proof shall be a preponderance of the

evidence.  Ark. Code Ann. § 11-9-102(4)(E)(i).  If claimant fails to establish by a

preponderance of the evidence any of the requirements for establishing the

compensability of the injury alleged, she fails to establish the compensability of the

claim, and compensation must be denied.

It is the exclusive function of the Commission to determine the credibility of

the witnesses and the weight to be given their testimony.  Johnson v. Riceland

Foods, 47 Ark. App. 71, 884 S.W .2d 626 (1994); Cooper v. Hiland Dairy, 69 Ark.

App. 200, 11 S.W .3d 5 (2000). Furthermore, the Commission is not required to

believe the testimony of the claimant or other witnesses, but may accept and

translate into findings of fact only those portions of the testimony it deems worthy of

belief.  Morelock v. Kearney Company, 48 Ark. App. 227, 894 S.W .2d 603 (1995).

It is important to note that the claimant’s testimony is never considered

uncontroverted.  Lambert v. Gerber Products Co., 14 Ark. App. 88, 684 S.W.2d 842

(1985); Nix v. Wilson World Hotel, 46 Ark. App. 303, 879 S.W .2d 457 (1994).

In the instant case, the evidence demonstrates that claimant suffered a

compensable injury to her hip and back on May 16, 2011.  Respondents accepted

the injury as compensable and provided conservative medical treatment until June

of 2012.   However, the claimant contends that she has  continued to suffer from the

injury and needs additional medical treatment from Dr. Thomas. 
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Ark. Code Ann. § 11-9-508 states that employers must provide all medical

treatment that is reasonably necessary for the treatment of a compensable injury.

What constitutes reasonable and necessary treatment under the statute is a

question of fact for the Commission.  Ganksy v. Hi-Tech Engineering, 325 Ark. 163,

924 S.W.2d 790 (1996); Geo Specialty Chem., Inc. v. Clingan, 69 Ark. App. 369, 13

S.W.3d 218 (2000); Ark. Code Ann. § 11-9-508(a)(Repl. 2002). However, injured

employees have the burden of proving by a preponderance of the evidence that the

medical treatment is reasonably necessary for the treatment of the compensable

injury.  When assessing whether medical treatment is reasonably necessary for the

treatment of a compensable injury, the Commission must analyze both the

proposed procedure and the condition it is sought to remedy.  Also, the respondent

is only responsible for medical services which are causally related to the

compensable injury.

In workers’ compensation law, an employer takes the employee as he finds

him, and employment circumstances that aggravate pre-existing conditions are

compensable.  Williams v. L & W Janitorial, Inc., 85 Ark. App. 1, 145 S.W.3d 383

(2004); Heritage Baptist Temple v. Robison, 82 Ark. App. 460, 120 S.W.3d 150

(2003).  An aggravation of a pre-existing non-compensable condition by a

compensable injury is, itself, compensable.  Id.  Here, as in Williams, there is no

dispute that the claimant’s injury was compensable.  The evidence demonstrates

that there is objective medical evidence which established the current need for

treatment.  Rather, what is disputed is whether the recommended treatment is
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reasonable and necessary in relation to the compensable injury given the fact that

he also suffers from degenerative conditions in his back.  This is not a case where

the claimant must establish that the compensable injury was the “major cause” of

the need for the medical treatment in order to establish his right to additional

medical benefits and temporary total disability.  Farmland Ins. Co. v. DuBois, 54

Ark. App. 141, 145, 923 S.W.2d 883, 885 (1996).  Instead, the respondents must

take the claimant as they found him and the proper determination is whether there

is sufficient evidence to establish that the compensable injury was a factor in the

need for further treatment.  Williams v. L& W Janitorial, Inc., 85 Ark. App. 1, 145

S.W.3d 183 (2004).   

In Davis v. Helena Chemical Co., claimant suffered from a pre-existing

lumbar degenerative condition before sustaining a compensable injury. Full

Commission Opinion, filed August 3, 1999 (D406121). The Full Commission

affirmed an administrative law judge’s finding that claimant was entitled to additional

medical treatment, stating:

The respondents’ and the dissent’s central argument in this case is
that the treatment the claimant is presently receiving is because of an
ongoing degenerative condition which would be occurring whether or
not the claimant suffered an injury in 1984. However, this argument
overlooks the fact that the claimant’s previously asymptomatic
degenerative process physically progressed and became
symptomatic because of his 1984 compensable injury . . . the
compensable injury, not some speculative event, is what resulted in
the claimant’s present condition.

Id.

The Full Commission later upheld a finding of compensability where symptoms of

claimant’s pre-existing condition were asymptomatic for five years prior to the
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compensable event. Jerry Hambelton v. Guy King & Sons, Inc. & Bituminous

Casualty Corp., Full Commission Opinion, filed February 22, 2001 (E904812).  The

Commission held that a preponderance of the evidence showed that claimant’s

symptoms were the result of his compensable injury, despite the fact that claimant

had a pre-existing ongoing degenerative process.  Id. at 19. 

In the instant case, the claimant seeks additional medical benefits with Dr.

Brad Thomas for the treatment of her back and left leg.  He has recommended that

the claimant undergo a psychological evaluation, another MRI on her spine, and a

nerve conduction study on her left lower extremity.   The respondents contend that

the claimant has reached maximum medical improvement and that there are no

physical findings that warrant further medical treatment or preclude her from

returning to work. 

A review of the medical records of Dr. Thomas reveal that the claimant

underwent a MRI and other testing which revealed a very small disc bulge and no

cord compression.  Thomas recommended conservative treatment in the form of

physical therapy and medication for her work-related injury.   When she returned to

Thomas with continued complaints of pain, he recommended a steroid injection.

She refused the steroid injection.  He referred her for a functional capacity

evaluation. The evidence reveals that she provided unreliable efforts at the test

such that Dr. Thomas noted it was the lowest score that he had seen in his five

years of practice. He noted that she became upset and referred her for a psychiatric
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evaluation to determine if there were any obvious reasons for secondary gain.  He

noted that he did not see any obvious problems neurologically with Williams.

Dr. Randal Wojciehoski conducted an independent medical records review.

In his report, he noted that the MRI revealed degenerative disk disease with small

bulges at L4-L5 and L5-S1 without significant neural impingement.  He stated that

it was his “opinion to a reasonable degree of medical probability that Ms. Williams

has sustained no permanency as a result of the work-related injury.”  He noted that

it is his opinion to a reasonable degree of medical probability that Williams should

have reached maximum medical improvement on or about June 27, 2011, six

weeks after the date of injury.  He observed that this is reasonable and customary

period of rehabilitation for soft tissue injuries such as those sustained by Williams.

He noted that her complaints were subjective in nature and that her complaints are

out of proportion to the physical findings. 

After a complete review of the medical evidence, I find that the claimant’s

continued complaints are subjective.  The evidence further demonstrates that the

claimant’s  complaints are out of proportion to the physical findings by the doctors

in this case.  The claimant has failed to prove that her need for additional treatment

is reasonable, necessary, and related to her compensable injury.

II. TEMPORARY TOTAL DISABILITY BENEFITS

Temporary total disability for unscheduled injuries is that period within the

healing period in which claimant suffers a total incapacity to earn wages.  Ark. State
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Highway & Transportation Dept. v. Breshears, 272 Ark. 244, 613 S.W.2d 392

(1981).  The healing period is defined as that period for healing the injury, which

continues until claimant is as far restored as the permanent nature of the injury will

allow.  Nix v. Wilson World Hotel, 46 Ark. App. 303, 879 S.W.2d 459 (1994).  In the

instant case, the claimant was  released to light duty work and returned to light duty

work until June of 2012.    When her employer attempted to return her to regular

duty based on Dr. Wojciehoski’s report, she refused and was terminated.  Williams

testified that she did continue to work light duty jobs through a temporary agency

in 2013.   Therefore, I find that the claimant has failed to prove by a preponderance

of the evidence that she is entitled to additional temporary total disability benefits.

ORDER

For the reasons discussed herein, this claim must be, and hereby is,

respectfully denied.

IT IS SO ORDERED.

 

___________________________   

HONORABLE BARBARA WEBB

Administrative Law Judge


